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Investigations and cases

In the period 2016-2019, Spain opened 11 investigations, commenced eight cases and concluded one case with sanctions.

Following money laundering investigations into the Banco de Madrid, the Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office charged energy company Duro Felguera in 2018, along with some of its top executives, with crimes of international corruption and money laundering. The charges concern allegations that the company paid over US$105 million in bribes to a senior Venezuelan official in exchange for contracts to build the Termocentro energy plant, worth US$1.5 billion.6

In October 2019, Spain’s High Court charged construction company Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas (FCC) and related subsidiaries with foreign bribery and money laundering in relation to a corruption scheme in Panama orchestrated by the Brazilian company Odebrecht. Around €82 million (US$96 million), stemming from inflated construction costs, were allegedly paid in bribes to Panamanian public officials in exchange for contracts to build underground rail lines and a hospital – including allegedly to a proxy of former President Ricardo Martinelli.7 According to the charges, FCC had no internal compliance mechanism designed to prevent bribe payments.8 Andorra’s investigators have noted that other infrastructure projects in Costa Rica, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Panama, worth €434 million (US$509 million), may also have been part of this corruption scheme.9

Spain gets serious: Defex on trial

Deals in Angola, Cameroon and Saudi Arabia involving Defex, the majority state-owned arms manufacturer were the target of prosecutions initiated in 2019 and 2020. These resulted from an investigation that started in 2014 triggered, according to El País, by a warning in 2012 from Luxembourg authorities to Spanish prosecutors regarding a suspicious money transfer, revealing suspect operations in Egypt and several South American, Asian and Gulf countries.1

As of 2019, 27 people were indicted and on trial relating to Defex deals in Angola. A US$153 million contract for the sale of police equipment to Angola reportedly involved heavily padded invoices, with the extra money allegedly shared out among Angolan government workers and Defex executives.9 Two-thirds of the contract amount was reportedly used for bribes.4 In September 2019, the Spanish Anti-Corruption Prosecutor indicted three individuals for alleged corruption in obtaining security and defence contracts in Cameroon worth US$100 million.5

According to media reports, the Saudi Arabia investigation began in 2015 and related to allegations that the company secured contracts between 1991 and 2016 by paying more than US$100 million in bribes to Saudi officials.
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These were reportedly paid through fictitious contracts, shell companies and bank accounts in the Bahamas, the Cayman Islands, the Isle of Man, Liechtenstein, Panama, Switzerland, the British Virgin Islands, the United States (Delaware) and Saudi Arabia itself. In January 2020, it was reported that a prosecutor had brought charges against eight individuals and four companies in connection with the case.11

Defex’s dealings in Brazil and Egypt are also reportedly still under investigation by Spanish authorities.12 In September 2017, the Spanish Cabinet approved Defex’s voluntary dissolution, as the company could no longer operate in view of the proceedings underway.13

Following the long-running Operation Lezo investigations, the former president of the region of Madrid, Ignacio González, was charged, in November 2019, for his role in irregularities in the acquisition of Brazilian company Emissào by state-owned Canal de Isabel II. He is alleged to have received US$1.8 million from the deal, worth US$31 million. The arrangement included a substantial surcharge for the Brazilian company and led to losses of more than US$6 million to Madrid’s coffers. A Uruguayan company called Soluciones Andinas del Agua was allegedly used as an intermediary for the deal, and four other individuals charged were found to have received US$900,000 each. Employees of the Brazilian company were also said to be involved in the fraudulent deal.14

Since 2018, Spanish prosecutors have reportedly been investigating possible international corruption in connection with a Saudi Arabian contract to construct the high-speed AVE train link from Medina to Mecca, won by a consortium of Spanish companies led by multinational OHL.15 According to media reports, the prosecutors have looked into intermediaries affiliated with former King Juan Carlos and into companies that benefitted from the contracts.16 In June 2020, Spain’s High Court initiated an investigation into the former king’s involvement,17 but the Spanish Congress has rejected a congressional inquiry into his role in the deal.18 Questions have also been raised about preferential diplomatic treatment given to Saudi Arabia during the period of the former king’s rule.19

In Switzerland, the Attorney-General of Geneva is reportedly investigating allegations of possible money laundering relating to a reported US$100 million payment made by the Saudi government into a Swiss bank account of former King Juan Carlos, via a Panamanian foundation’s Swiss bank account. The investigation is reportedly looking into whether a subsequent payment from that account was related to the AVE train contract.20

The Spanish company Grup Maritim TCB, a Barcelona port operations company, is under investigation by Spanish and Guatemalan authorities concerning allegations of bribes paid to
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the former president and vice president of Guatemala and other senior government officials to secure a 25-year contract worth US$255 million for the construction and operation of a new terminal in the Port of Quetzal.21 Allegedly, out of an agreed bribe of US$30 million, approximately US$12 million had been paid before the scheme was uncovered in 2016 by the International Commission against Impunity in Guatemala.22

Spanish prosecutors are also investigating alleged bribes amounting to US$3.5 million, paid by Endesa, the largest electric utility company in Spain, to Chilean politicians in exchange for permission to construct and operate a hydroelectric energy plant.23 Endesa is majority-owned by the Italian utility company Enel.24

In other jurisdictions, Banco Santander was fined €1 million (US$1.1 million) in 2019 by the Norwegian Financial Supervisory Authority for violation of anti-money laundering laws. According to media reports, Lava Jato Taskforce investigators in Brazil suspect that Santander Brasil was one of the banks through which bribe payments were made.25

Recent developments

In 2019, the Spanish Criminal Code was revised to transpose several EU Directives on economic crimes into the domestic legal framework.26 Among other things, the code extends corporate criminal liability to the crime of embezzlement of public resources, and therefore to legal entities that manage or are responsible for public resources.27 Corporate criminal liability was introduced in 201028 and has already been recognised by the Supreme Court in a number of cases.29 Amendments to the Criminal Code have also widened the legal definition of public official with respect to bribery, influence peddling and embezzlement.

The European Commission sent a letter of formal notice to Spain in February 2020 due to the country’s delay in notification of implementing measures for the 5th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive.30

In June 2020, a working group of the General Codification Commission for the Transposition of Directive (EU) 2019/1937 (the EU Whistleblower Protection Directive) was established to prepare a transposition project proposal before 2 December 2020 and the Spanish Parliament began discussing the subject of a law.

Transparency of enforcement information

Statistics on enforcement are published every three months. Data covers investigations carried out by judicial bodies, indictments and final judgments for crimes related to corruption (categorised by the court that issued the decision, including both


22 https://www.elsemundo.es/cronica/2018/10/02/5b5b0a6c9e2704ed97c8ba467.html

23 https://www.elmolodro.cl/noticias/pais/2016/09/16/cohecho-endesa-chile-es-investigado-por-fiscalia-de- espana/
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acquittal and conviction decisions.\textsuperscript{31} The Spanish General Council of the Judiciary publishes yearly statistics on mutual legal assistance (MLA) requests sent and received. Although the data covers all MLA requests, there is a separate category for requests sent by the Special Prosecutor for Corruption.\textsuperscript{32} There is also information on other requests, such as extraditions, filed through the Ministry of Justice,\textsuperscript{33} and on international judicial assistance, filed directly through the Spanish courts.\textsuperscript{34} The Office for Asset Recovery and Management publishes statistical information, most recently in its 2018 Annual Report.\textsuperscript{35}

In 2019, the Prosecutor’s Office on Corruption and Organised Crime started publishing annual reports with summaries of the investigations and cases under its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{36} Court decisions are also published in full and available to the public directly or through private databases.

**Beneficial ownership transparency**

There is a central register of beneficial ownership information, accessible to competent authorities, certain other entities and persons with a legitimate interest or purpose, but it is not yet accessible to the public. The Spanish Registrars Bar Association established a Register of Beneficial Ownership\textsuperscript{38} in 2018 under the Ministerial Order 319/2018 of 21 March. All companies are required to provide information on their beneficial owners, including indirect beneficial owners, to the Companies Register and keep that information updated.\textsuperscript{39} This register is accessible to competent authorities, including the Financial Intelligent Unit (SEPLASAC) and entities identified in the Directive EU 2015/840, such as financial institutions and non-financial professions. Interested parties who can demonstrate a legitimate interest can also access the register, until implementation of the 5th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive opens it to the public.\textsuperscript{40} That implementation has been delayed because of changes in government and the coronavirus pandemic. Other registers – the Single Notarial Computerised Index, the Beneficial Ownership Database and the Financial Ownership File – are available only to the authorities, who can easily access beneficial ownership information to investigate money laundering cases.\textsuperscript{41}

**Inadequacies in legal framework**

There is a general lack of whistleblower protection in both the public and private sectors for people who report on corruption and other irregularities. Spain has not yet transposed the EU Whistleblower Protection Directive into its domestic legislation, with a transposition deadline of December 2021, but as mentioned above, work has started on this.

**Inadequacies in enforcement system**

As noted in the *Exporting Corruption* Report 2018, inadequate resources are a key obstacle to effective Spanish enforcement against foreign bribery. This was highlighted in the 2019 report of the Prosecutor’s Office on Corruption and Organised Crime, which also noted that its staffing is inadequate, with a lack of permanent positions.\textsuperscript{42} By virtue of Royal Decree 255/2019 of 12 April,
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certain new permanent positions have been created to address these concerns.\textsuperscript{43} According to the 2019 EU Justice Scoreboard, Spain is among the four EU countries with the worst public perception of judicial independence.\textsuperscript{44} Despite this, all the corruption cases that have come to light have been investigated or are being prosecuted, and significant judgements have been rendered. However, there is a popular perception that justice is politicised, given that the election of the vocal members of the General Council of the Judiciary reflects the political composition of parliament. The General Council is a constitutional, collegiate, autonomous body, made up of judges and other jurists, which exercises governance functions with respect to the judiciary in order to guarantee the independence of judges. Improvements in the appointment process are necessary, as well as in the field of ethics – for example, a code of conduct for prosecutors should be adopted and the Commission on Judicial Ethics established in May 2018 should carry out more effective work.\textsuperscript{45}

The Group of States against Corruption (GRECO) noted in a 2019 review of Spain that law enforcement authorities – especially the police and the Civil Guard – must increase their coordination and collectively develop an anti-corruption strategy designed to enhance their organisational reputation and reinforce internal compliance mechanisms.\textsuperscript{46}

**Recommendations**

- Improve access to statistics and information on foreign bribery cases, investigations and settlements
- Fully implement the 5th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive and ensure the central register for beneficial ownership information is publicly available
- Improve the legal framework for whistleblower protection in the public and private sectors
- Improve the appointment process for judges
- Allocate more resources to combat foreign bribery
- Improve coordination between enforcement authorities and ensure investigations are not prematurely closed
- Improve awareness of the offence of foreign bribery.

\textsuperscript{44} https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1562062740889&uri=CELEX:52019DC0198
\textsuperscript{45} https://rm.coe.int/fourth-evaluation-round-corruption-prevention-in-respect-of-members-of/1680779c4d
\textsuperscript{46} https://rm.coe.int/fifth-evaluation-round-preventing-corruption-and-promoting-integrity-i/168098c691
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